Introduction The burden of disease from dementia is a growing global concern as incidence increases dramatically with age, and average life expectancy has been increasing around the world. Planning for an ageing population requires reliable projections of dementia prevalence; however, existing population projections are simple and have poor predictive accuracy. The Dementia Population Risk Tool (DemPoRT) will predict incidence of dementia in the population setting using multivariable modelling techniques and will be used to project dementia prevalence.
Methods and analysis
The derivation cohort will consist of elderly Ontario respondents of the Canadian Community Health Survey (CCHS) (2001, 2003, 2005 and 2007 ; 18 764 males and 25 288 females). Prespecified predictors include sociodemographic, general health, behavioural, functional and health condition variables. Incident dementia will be identified through individual linkage of survey respondents to population-level administrative healthcare databases (1797 and 3281 events, and 117 795 and 166 573 person-years of follow-up, for males and females, respectively, until 31 March 2014). Using time of first dementia capture as the primary outcome and death as a competing risk, sex-specific proportional hazards regression models will be estimated. The 2008/2009 CCHS survey will be used for validation (approximately 4600 males and 6300 females). Overall calibration and discrimination will be assessed as well as calibration within predefined subgroups of importance to clinicians and policy makers. Ethics and dissemination Research ethics approval has been granted by the Ottawa Health Science Network Research Ethics Board. DemPoRT results will be submitted for publication in peer-review journals and presented at scientific meetings. The algorithm will be assessable online for both population and individual uses. trial registration number ClinicalTrials. gov NCT03155815, pre-results.
IntroductIon
The burden of disease from dementia is a growing global concern as incidence increases dramatically with age, and average life expectancy has been increasing around the world. 1 2 Planning for an ageing population requires reliable projections of dementia burden and the implications for resource requirements. Existing population-level projections for dementia, however, are overly simplistic and likely inaccurate. 3 Limitations of current dementia projection methodology Almost all existing dementia projections have used extrapolation and macrosimulation methods, which are simplistic and make assumptions that may not hold true into the future. 3 Most extrapolations simply Protocol strengths and limitations of this study ► The Dementia Population Risk Tool (DemPoRT) will be developed and validated using predictors from large population-based community health surveys that are individually linked to routinely collected health administration data in Ontario. To our knowledge, DemPoRT will be the first algorithm designed to predict and project dementia incidence at the population level. ► Although repeat predictor assessment and detailed cognitive testing to ascertain dementia diagnoses is preferable, it is not available or feasible at the population level. ► Statistical overfitting is a concern; however, full prespecification of the analysis plan and predictors will limit this risk. ► Although a rigorous approach to model development will be used, further validation will be needed to assess generalisability, and calibration will be required for application in other jurisdictions. ► DemPoRT will be used to produce improved estimates of future dementia burden, will assess the contribution of specific risk factors to the population risk and will identify population subgroups at high risk of developing dementia. This information will be used by policy makers to prepare for and reduce dementia impact.
Open Access apply current age-specific and sex-specific prevalence estimates of dementia to future population projections. Macrosimulations typically use estimates of dementia incidence and mortality, stratified by age and sex, to simulate disease prevalence as the population ages. 1 4-6 Projections from extrapolations incorrectly assume that the risk of mortality among those with and without dementia are equivalent, 7 8 and both methods assume that the age-specific and sex-specific prevalence of dementia risk factors will not change with time. The assumption of stable risk factor prevalence is widely thought to be the major source of error in existing dementia projections. 3 9-11 Changing trends of dementia risk factors has the potential to have a dramatic impact on dementia prevalence estimates, as up to 50% of dementia cases have been attributed to modifiable factors, 9 12 and the prevalence of several factors has been projected to change significantly in the near future. For example, the population prevalence of diabetes and obesity in Canada has been projected to increase, while smoking, hypertension and dyslipidaemia have been projected to decline. 13 Consideration of risk factor prevalence is therefore important to improve the accuracy of dementia projections, and simple extrapolations and macrosimulations are often inadequate.
Predictive multivariable modelling of dementia incidence Population-based predictive risk algorithms examine the effect of risk factors on dementia incidence and can be used for dementia burden projection. Population-based data that contain detailed risk factor information, such as health surveys, are linked at the individual level to administrative data that capture dementia development. A multivariable model of dementia incidence is derived, validated against external data, and predictive performance is assessed. Once developed, the algorithm can be used to project disease incidence and prevalence. To obtain prevalence projections, the algorithm can be integrated in to a microsimulation model such as Statistics Canada's Population Health Models (POHEM). POHEM dynamically models individual life trajectories of a population representative of Canada including births, deaths and migration, disease incidence and progression and exposure to risk factors, facilitating detailed examination of the influence of changing risk factor prevalence on future dementia prevalence.
Predictive risk algorithms can also be used to describe the risk of dementia in the population, assess the contribution of specific risk factors to the population risk, identify high-risk groups and evaluate risk reduction strategies.
Existing dementia prediction models Many models have been developed to predict risk of dementia, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] most with the primary goal of identifying individuals in the clinical setting at high risk. They have varying discriminative ability (c-statistics ranging from 0.49 16 to 0.89 17 ) and have generally been derived from small samples, rarely including more than a few thousand individuals. Existing models are therefore simplistic, including few predictors and rarely including interaction or non-linear terms, facilitating understanding and use by physicians in clinical practice but limiting discriminatory ability and predictive accuracy. Walters et al 26 developed an algorithm for predicting 5-year dementia risk among individuals 60-79 years of age in the UK using an enormous derivation dataset of 800 000 individuals and a simple model. The derivation model had a c-statistic of 0.84 (95% CI 0.81 to 0.87), but a low positive predictive value at most risk thresholds, and therefore is poor at identifying those at high risk of dementia. Additionally, as most dementia risk models are intended for use in the clinical setting, many include results from neuropsychological tests, [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] MRI findings 18 and apolipoprotien E (APOE) genotype. 18 24 25 The inclusion of these variables, however, limits the application of these models as these variables are not available at the population level.
The objective of this study is to develop and validate the Dementia Population Risk Tool (DemPoRT) algorithm to predict dementia incidence in the population setting. This will be done using multivariable modelling techniques, linking self-reported risk factors captured by a population-based health survey in Canada with administrative databases across healthcare sectors that capture healthcare-diagnosed dementia. DemPoRT will be developed using a large population-based dataset using only variables that are available at the population level, allowing for population-level application. DemPoRT will also use many methodological improvements over existing models. This protocol prespecifies the predictor variables and analytic plan for model development, reducing the potential for overfitting and bias and improving transparency. Interaction terms and flexible functions for continuous predictors will be investigated, increasing potential discriminative ability. The prespecified analytic plan avoids data-driven variable selection procedures, further reducing the potential for bias.
To our knowledge, the DemPoRT predictive model will be the first algorithm designed to predict and project dementia incidence at the population level. It will be used to estimate the future burden of dementia using techniques that consider changes in risk factor prevalence and will identify modifiable risk factors that can be targeted by individuals, clinicians and policy makers to reduce the burden of dementia.
MEthods And AnALysIs study design Two DemPoRT models, one for males and females, will be derived and validated using population-based data in Ontario, Canada, a multicultural province with 13.6 million residents. Predictors will be obtained from the Canadian Community Health Surveys (CCHS), and outcomes (ie, diagnosis of dementia) will be obtained from routinely collected healthcare data.
Open Access
The derivation cohorts will consist of eligible respondents of the 2001, 2003, 2005 and 2007 CCHS (cycles 1.1, 2.1, 3.1 and 4.1), while validation cohorts will consist of respondents to the 2008/2009 cycle. The CCHS is a national, cross-sectional survey developed by Statistics Canada to collect information related to health and healthcare utilisation of the Canadian population. The survey has a multistage, stratified cluster design that represents approximately 98% of the Canadian population aged 12 years and over and attained an average response rate of 79% over the study period. The CCHS is conducted through telephone and in-person interviews, and all responses are self-reported. The details of survey methodology have been published elsewhere. 27 Survey respondents will be excluded if they are less than 55 years of age at survey administration, self-reported a history of dementia or are not eligible for Ontario's universal health insurance. If a respondent was included in more than one CCHS cycle, only their earliest survey response will be used.
outcome Survey respondents diagnosed with dementia will be identified through individual linkage to several population-based administrative databases at the Institute for Clinical Evaluative Sciences. Dementia case ascertainment is based on a validated definition: one hospital record OR three physician claim records at least 30 days apart within a 2-year period OR a dispensing record for a cholinesterase inhibitor from Ontario Drug Benefit. This definition has a sensitivity of 79.3% and a specificity of 99.1% when validated against emergency medical record data. 28 Due to known underdiagnosis of dementia, 29 30 we will supplement this definition by adding survey respondents with dementia codes captured on home care and long-term care assessments (dementia flag AND Cognitive Performance Scale score ≥2) using the Resident Assessment Instrument-Home Care database and the Continuing Care Reporting System, respectively. We have found this addition adds substantially (approximately 18%) to the number of dementia cases captured.
Survey respondents with dementia will be excluded if they meet the criteria for dementia within 2 years of survey administration (to remove potentially prevalent cases) or are younger than 65 years of age at the time of dementia diagnosis (to exclude early onset dementia which likely has a different set of risk factors). Eligible survey respondents will be followed from the date of survey administration or age 65 years, whichever came later, until the earliest date of: dementia ascertainment, death (defined as competing risk), loss to follow-up (defined as loss of healthcare eligibility) or end of study (31 March 2014) .
sample size The male and female derivation cohorts consist of 18 764 and 25 288 respondents, and 117 795 and 166 573 personyears of follow-up, respectively. For predictive models with time to event outcomes, the number of participants experiencing the event should exceed 10 times the number of degrees of freedom (df) to ensure adequate sample size. 31 The number of dementia events in the derivation cohort is 1797 for men and 3281 for women; therefore, the maximum number of total df for each of the DemPoRT models is 179 and 328, respectively, which we do not anticipate surpassing.
The validation cohorts will consist of approximately 4600 males and 6300 females, and 15 000 and 21 000 person-years of follow-up, respectively. Vergouwe et al 32 recommend a minimum of 100 events and 100 non-events for external validation studies. We expect approximately 225 events for men and 400 for women in our validation cohort.
Analysis plan
The analysis plan was developed following guidelines by Harrell 31 and Steyerberg 33 after accessing the derivation data set but prior to model fitting or descriptive analyses involving exposure-outcome associations. This was done to avoid type 1 error introduced by data-driven variable selection or model specification. Key considerations of our analysis approach include full prespecification of the predictor variables, use of flexible functions for continuous predictors and preserving statistical properties by avoiding data-driven variable selection procedures. Analysis will be conducted using Harrell's Hmisc 34 package of functions in R 35 as well as SAS V.9.4. This study protocol and the reporting of our model estimation results will be guided by the TRIPOD statement for multivariable predictive models. 36 Identification of predictors Predictor variables were identified through review of existing predictive algorithms for dementia 9 16 18-22 24-26 37 38 and comparison with available data collected in the CCHS. Variable inclusion was informed by consultation with subject-matter experts and the project's advisory team and informed by our previous work developing predictive models for cardiovascular disease and life expectancy. 39 40 Variables with narrow distributions or insufficient variation were excluded. Obvious cases of redundancy (eg, alternate definitions of the same underlying behaviour) were not included. A total of 32 predictor variables were identified: seven sociodemographic, three general health, nine behavioural, seven functional, five health conditions and one design variable (CCHS survey cycle). As the effect of dementia risk factors varies by sex, separate models will be derived for men and women. Education, rather than individual income, was selected as a predictor due to several concerns with income including lack of generalisability, measurement error, stability over time and substantial missing values. Neighbourhood social and material deprivation is captured using Pampalon's deprivation index. 41 Indicator variables for smoking status were created to allow the inclusion of smoking pack-years as a continuous predictor. The models will additionally include age interactions with the behavioural, functional Open Access and health condition variables as the effect of these risk factors on dementia are expected to vary with age. Detailed definitions and measurement of the predictor variables are presented in table 1.
Data cleaning and coding of predictors
Continuous variables will be inspected using boxplots and descriptive statistics to determine values outside a plausible range. Values that are clearly erroneous will be corrected, where possible, or set to missing. Continuous predictors with highly skewed distributions will be truncated to the 99.5th percentile. Categorisation of continuous variables will be avoided to minimise the loss of predictive information. All data cleaning and coding will occur prior to examining exposure-outcome associations.
Missing data
As traditional complete cases analyses suffer from inefficiency, selection bias and other limitations, 33 multiple imputation methods will be used to impute missing values using the 'aregImpute' function in the HMisc library. 34 This function simultaneously imputes missing values using predictive mean matching and uses bootstrapping to take all aspects of uncertainty in to account. The imputation model will consist of the full list of predictor variables, time to event and censoring variables, as well as auxiliary variables that are not predictors but may nevertheless be useful in generating imputed values (eg, income). The final model will be estimated in each of five multiple imputation data sets, and the results will be combined using the rules developed by Rubin and Schenker 42 to account for imputation uncertainty.
Model specification
Initial sex-specific main effects models will be fit using the prespecified predictors and an initial degree of freedom allocation for each predictor (table 1) . Decisions on initial degree of freedom allocations were informed by the anticipated importance of each predictor and known dose-response relationships with dementia. Continuous predictors will be flexibly modelled using restricted cubic splines, with the knots placed at fixed quantiles of the distribution (eg, 5th, 27.5th, 50th, 72.5th and 95th centiles). Frequency distributions for categorical predictors will be examined, and categories with small numbers of respondents will be combined, with analysts blinded to the number of events per category, to avoid instability in the regression analyses. Ordinal variables will be specified as either linear terms or as categorical if the expected association is more complex. Interactions will be restricted to linear terms. The initial model specification, presented in table 1, includes a total of 86 df (63 main, 23 interaction).
Partial association χ 2 statistics for each predictor minus their df (to level the playing field among predictors with varying df) will be plotted in descending order. Variables with higher predictive potential will retain their initial df, while predictors with lower predictive potential will be modelled as simple linear terms or recoded by combining infrequent categories. This process of model specification does not increase the type 1 error rate, because all predictors will be retained in the full model regardless of their strength of association. 31 
Model estimation
The initial models will be estimated using competing risk Cox proportional hazards regression with time to dementia ascertainment as the outcome and death as a competing risk. Alternative model specifications, including subdistribution hazard and flexible parametric models, will be considered. All predictors will be centred about their means. A formal check of multicollinearity will be carried out using a variable clustering algorithm. 31 Proportional hazards models assume that the relative risk of the outcome between strata of predictors and the baseline risk must be constant over time. Violation of this assumption has been shown to produce biased results, 43 although it has also been argued that the estimated coefficients of time-varying variables can simply be interpreted as an average rather than instantaneous hazard. 44 Plots of raw and smoothed scaled Schoenfeld residuals versus time for each predictor will be assessed to test this assumption and identify non-proportionality. If a violation of this assumption is identified, we will consider addition of interaction terms between the predictor and log-transformed time.
Although the risk of overfitting will be minimal due to prespecification of the models and a large sample size, the need for overfitting adjustment will be assessed. The degree of overfitting will be estimated using the heuristic shrinkage estimator, based on the log likelihood ratio χ 2 statistic for the full model. 45 If shrinkage is <0.90, models will be adjusted for overfitting.
Estimation of the reduced models
Model prespecification has advantages in limiting overfitting and spurious statistical significance but can result in a final model that is overly complex, difficult to interpret and difficult to apply. Unnecessary predictor variables also distort the estimated effects of other predictors making the model more computationally intensive. It is suggested that a more parsimonious model that retains most of the prognostic information and performs as well as or better than the full model can be derived without increasing the type 1 error rate. 31 46 We will identify a more parsimonious model using a stepdown procedure described by Ambler et al, 46 which involves deleting the variable that results in the smallest decrease in model R 2 until removal leads to an R 2 that is less than a desired level. The reduced model will be evaluated against the full model using Akaike's Information Criterion and by examining the effect on discrimination and calibration.
DemPoRT will be developed and validated using temporal split samples; however, the final regression coefficients will use the full data set to maximise follow-up duration. A cohort-specific intercept and/or interaction term may be included in the final model if the Open Access 
Assessment of predictive performance
Predictive performance in the derivation and validation cohorts will be assessed and reported using overall measures of predictive accuracy, discrimination and calibration. Accuracy will be assessed with Nagelkerke's R 2 47 and the Brier score. 48 Discrimination will be assessed using the concordance statistic. Model calibration is especially important in the development of prognostic models, as probabilities of future risk are of primary interest. 33 49 50 Calibration will be assessed by comparing the observed and predicted risk of dementia within vigintiles (20 groups of equal frequency) of predicted risk with emphasis on visual inspection of plots rather than formal statistical significance testing, which can be influenced by large sample sizes. 32 Calibration slopes will be generated by regressing the outcome in the validation cohort on the predicted dementia risk, reflecting the combined effect of overfitting to the derivation data as well as true differences in effects of predictors. Deviation of the slope from 1 (perfect calibration) will be tested using a Wald or likelihood ratio test. Calibration within predefined subgroups of importance to clinicians and policy makers (eg, age group, health behaviour, sociodemographic groups and health conditions) will additionally be evaluated. The clinically relevant standard of calibration was defined as less than 20% difference between observed and predicted estimates within subgroups with a dementia prevalence of at least 5%. All model performance measures will be calculated using the first of the multiply imputed data sets.
Model presentation
The final regression model, derived from the combined sample of the derivation and validation cohorts, will be presented using estimated HRs and 95% CIs, along with results for the derivation and validation cohorts separately. We have found, however, this usual presentation less meaningful when presenting complex models. 39 To allow interpretation of the estimated effect of each predictor, model behaviour will additionally be described using interactive visual tools to display the shape of the effect of each predictor. 51 The regression formula will also be published and used as the basis for web-based implementation.
Analyses beyond initial model development
We will conduct further analyses exploring the added predictive ability of novel risk factors that were ascertained in single CCHS cycles (eg, sedentary activity, cognitive stimulation, sleep quality and duration and deafness), as well as risk factors that can be ascertained through linkage of additional data sources and similar cohorts (eg, air pollution, detailed dietary consumption, lipid levels and blood pressure). In addition, sensitivity analysis of the age at survey administration cut-off used for cohort creation will be performed. Once developed, DemPoRT will be used to project dementia incidence under different assumptions by entering counterfactual risk factor levels into the algorithm at the population level, or at individual level and summed, and will be integrated in to POHEM for microsimulation modelling of prevalence projections.
A second, causal model (DemPoRT-C) will also be created to assess the relative contribution of lifestyle, sociodemographic and health factors to dementia incidence. Development will exclude variables believed to be in the causal pathway of dementia occurrence (eg, self-rated health and functional measures) to reduce the attenuation of hazards from upstream risk factors but will otherwise be the same as in the predictive model. DemPoRT-C will be applied to the most recent unlinked national CCHS survey.
LIMItAtIons
One of the limitations of this study will be the potential for misclassification error resulting from the use of self-reported predictors captured at one point in time and administrative data for outcome ascertainment. However, discriminating and well-calibrated algorithms have been developed using self-report information and although detailed cognitive testing to ascertain dementia diagnoses is preferable over the use of administrative data, it is not available or feasible at the population level. Another concern common to the development of highly complex risk algorithms, such as DemPoRT, is the potential for statistical overfitting and increased type 1 error, which Open Access can occur when the relationship between a predictor and the outcome influences whether it is used and how it is fit. This risk is reduced by prespecification of the predictors and analytic plan, as we have done in this protocol. The model will also be adjusted for overfitting if necessary, as specified previously. Lastly, although a rigorous approach to model development will be used, further validation will be needed to assess generalisability, and calibration will be required for application in other jurisdictions.
EthIcs And ModEL dIssEMInAtIon
The DemPoRT project advisory committee has been created to ensure that the models meet the needs of knowledge users. This committee has worked with the study team to identify predictors of dementia based on scientific and policy importance and will aid in the identification of important target populations and the establishment of policy-relevant differences for calibration studies.
DemPoRT results will be submitted for publication in peer-review journals and presented at scientific meetings. A web-based individual-level calculator will be created if the models are appropriate for individual use. Although DemPoRT emphasises risk prediction at the population level, we have found that individual-level calculators are an effective engagement and translation tool for both the general public and knowledge users.
concLusIons To the best of our knowledge, DemPoRT will be the first population-based algorithm designed to predict and project dementia incidence at the population level. The DemPoRT models will produce estimates of future dementia burden that we believe will be more accurate than existing estimates, will assess the contribution of specific risk factors to the population risk and will identify groups at high risk of developing dementia.
